AATN Meeting Summary
May 6, 2013
1:00 pm – 3:00 pm
Bachman 113 with VTC connections to Maui, Haw CC

Present: Leona Anthony (UHM), Jodilyn Kunimoto (UHH), Vicky del Prado (UHWO), Kulamanu Ishihara (Maui), grace Funai and Dave Loeding (Haw CC), Scot Parry (Hon CC), Wade Tanaka (co-chair and Kaua‘i CC), Sharon Fowler and Cheri Souza (Kap CC), Candy Hochstein (Lee CC), Patti Chong (Win CC), and Joanne Itano (UH System)

Guests: Ryan Yamaguchi (UHM), Kealohi Perry (UHWO)

AATN Conference
Cheri provided the following update. Scheduled for Oct. 18, 2013, place TBD. Save the date and call for proposals will be distributed shortly. Theme is Best Practices with possible tracks on technology, first year students, transfer students and VA. Committee will be considering waiving costs for presenters, up to two for each presentation. Please forward any suggestions for keynote speakers.

15 to Finish

Joanne shared a presentation on 15 to finish and the Fall 2013 outcomes after the media campaign in spring/summer 2013. There was a 14.7% overall increase in undergraduate students enrolled in 15 or more credits. Four year campuses had large increases; the CCs also had increases in % of freshman enrolled in 15 credits. For course outcomes, more students enrolled in 15 credits or more had a GPA of B or better, except at the lowest levels of academic preparation. Data is available at 15tofinish.com, click on data.

A report on all of the course outcomes will be forthcoming. A revised video with students testimonials is posted at 15tofinish.com, click on videos, then testimonials. A list of current fye/nso coordinators was shared. Joanne will communicate with them about the new video and brochures. The presentation is posted on the AATN webpage, under agenda, May 6, 2013. Work on 15 credit data looking at remediation courses is currently being examined. It is suggested that the CTE students be pulled out and examined separately.

Automatic Admission for Fall 2013

UHM and UHWO reported increases in number of students accepting auto admit. See attached for spring 2013 acceptances.

CC campuses were asked to update the list of names of advisors who may add to the autoadmit list. Our operating guidelines indicates it should be limited to 2. A meeting of this group and admission officers from each of the four year campuses will be scheduled to review our guidelines, a good practice since auto admit has been in place for a few years.
**Transfer Website**

Wade reported on his work to develop a transfer website based on career interests. He has met with Susan Lee and Suzette Robinson from the CC system office which has agreed to support the website development. Susan will come to Fall 2013 AATN meeting to preview the site with the advisors.

Wade also shared his draft of using google docs to post campus reports, post photos of advisors, a working area for identifying “gateway” courses. A campus report format will be developed.

**Four – Year Co Chair**

Ryan Yamaguchi was elected for a two year term starting fall 2013.

**Next Fall 2013 meeting**

FERPA - policy being revisited; will address the SOATEST issue
Transfer website – Susan Lee